
As a Realtor® Association of Sarasota and Manatee Member: You, your business or home can 
receive a special discount for a “Point of Use” cooler.  It is time to get rid of the 5 gallon jug!

$30 per month flat fee (regular $40)  Free installation (regular $25-65) 
Free filter changes (regular $23-35) 

Cost Savings By eliminating the cost of plastic jug delivery, the cooler helps create significant cost 
savings for businesses both large and small. Indirect savings include the reduction of time spent 
changing and storing 5-gallon jugs as well as planning and accounting for bottled water deliveries. 
Let Sarasota Water & Ice show you how we can help reduce your drinking water cost!
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Stay-Cool - Keeps the residual water in the cold waterway chilled and 
ready to serve at all times.

Energy Star - All of our coolers meet Energy Star requirements 
with the technology that we have designed into every one of our 
coolers.

Sanitization In Place - Integrates the SIP sanitation system inside the 
water cooler and sanitizes the cold reservoir, waterways and faucets. 
The entire waterway system can be cleaned and refreshed daily.

Highly Energy Efficient - Coolers with this technology consume less 
than one kW-h/day in normal operating mode, and even less in 
Energy Saving mode.

Accu-Temp - Proprietary dispensing system serves drinking water at 
the proper temperature every time.

iBoil - Increases the hot water temperature in the hot tank temporarily 
to almost boiling when customers need hotter water for coffee and tea 
brewing, soups, noodles etc.

Height - 43 1/2”

Hassle-free Service With a bottleless system, your home or office will never run out of great tasting 
water. Choose one of the filtered water cooler systems and enjoy free installation, free maintenance 
and unlimited filter changes at no additional cost!
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